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Executive Summary
Post-combustion CO2 capture (PCC) has been recognised as a necessary option for reducing the emissions
from fossil fuel power plants, especially from coal-fired power plants. The current preferred technology for
CO2 capture from (PCC) is solvent scrubbing. These capture units are likely to be larger than any currently
operating solvent scrubbers. This is partly because the flue gas flow rates are very large but is also due to
the low concentration of CO2 in the flue gas (10 – 15 %) and therefore the equipment size is governed
predominantly by nitrogen flow rates. Solvent processes such as amines require high energy usage and are
susceptible to degradation from the presence of oxygen in the flue gas, forming oxidised products. On the
other hand, alternate technologies such as CO 2 capture by adsorption, are capable of producing variable
enrichment of the CO2 with low energy penalty and can be designed to simultaneously remove oxygen. This
suggests that a hybrid of capture technologies (e.g. adsorption process integrated with a downstream solvent
scrubbing unit) may offer large reductions in capture cost if the inherent advantage of each technology is
exploited synergistically.
Specifically, the project has investigated the use of low energy capture processes for initial enrichment
followed by smaller second stage capture processes for final enrichment to appropriate CO 2 concentration.
Adsorption experiments based on activated carbon have been carried out for the initial enrichment stage and
validated against Aspen Adsorption simulations. The Aspen Adsorption® model was then used for the design
of the full-scale adsorption system from a 500 MW power plant. The simulations showed that these
processes employing activated carbon can be operated at high CO 2 recovery (> 90 %) when enrichment to 50
% CO2 is required with very modest energy requirements (electric power of ~ 0.6 GJ / tonne CO2). Removal
of most of the oxygen in the flue gas was also achievable, an output that would alleviate downstream
problems in the solvent scrubbing unit. The enriched CO2 stream had a dramatically reduced volume (by a
factor of approximately 3 when capturing 90 % of the CO2 from the feed to the first stage at about 50 % CO2
purity) leading to smaller solvent scrubbers (with diameters reduced from 20 meters to around 15 meters).
The economic assessment of the hybrid VSA-MEA processes showed that compared to the benchmark
capture processes of MEA solvent and VSA 13X, the hybrid process has higher total capital costs and energy
penalty due to the additional equipment compared to stand-alone processes and that the energy for solvent
regeneration did not change for the hybrid processes compared to the standalone process. In addition, there
is an energy requirement for the VSA process. However, one of the advantages identified for the hybrid
process is that it uses practical equipment sizes with currently available technology, which can avoid extra
large equipment sizes and associated technical risks associated with building these structures as well as the
uncertainties of constructing them onsite.
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1. Introduction and scope of the project
1.1 Brief review of main PCC technologies
A wide range of CO2 capture processes are being studied for removal of CO2 from post-combustion flue
gases including (a) gas-liquid chemical absorption, (b) solid adsorption and (c) membrane processes. It is not
the intention or scope of this study to assess each of these processes in detail. Rather, each will be reviewed
briefly in order to place the goals of the current work (assessment of hybrid systems) into context. A more
detailed review of these technologies can be found elsewhere [1].

1.1.1 Liquid chemical absorption technologies
Chemical absorption processes refer to the separation of CO2 from flue gases using a chemical reaction
between CO2 and the liquid solvent. Chemical absorption processes are used widely in the chemical,
petrochemical, and other industries. Gas-liquid chemical absorption processes are preferred to physical
solvent absorption processes for PCC, because the CO 2 loading in chemical solvents is higher than that in
physical solvents at low CO2 partial pressures (the CO2 partial pressure in post-combustion flue gas is
typically around 0.10 – 0.15 bar).

In a typical absorption process for post-combustion CO2 capture, the cooled flue gas is brought into contact
with the reactive solvent at temperatures typically between 40 and 60 °C in the absorber. After most of the
CO2 in the flue gas reacts with the reactive solvent, the CO2 lean flue gas is water washed to balance water in
the system and to remove any droplets or vapour before venting to the atmosphere directly from the absorber.
The CO2 loaded solvent is then pumped to the top of a stripper where it is regenerated at elevated
temperatures (100 - 120 °C) and pressures between 1.5 - 2 bar [1], via the lean-rich heat exchanger. Heat
required for regeneration of the solvent is supplied by the reboiler, and this thermal duty is the major energy
penalty of the process. Steam from the stripper is condensed and fed back to it, whereas the CO 2 product gas
leaves the condenser. The regenerated solvent is then pumped back to the absorber via the lean-rich heat
exchanger and a cooler to bring it down to the absorber temperature level. The heat stable salts formed due
to the presence of oxygen, SOx and NOx are separated from the bottom of the stripper and the entrained
solvent is reclaimed and sent back to the stripper. The liquid scrubbing technology can achieve very high CO2
purity (> 95 %) and recovery (> 90 %).

1.1.2 Adsorption technologies
Adsorption is a process occurring on the surface of a solid where atoms, ions, molecules of gas, liquid, or
dissolved solids will form bonds with it and become attached when the solid is exposed to the environment
[2]. Adsorption separation processes are in widespread use for gas mixture separation in the last few decades
in the chemical, petrochemical, pharmaceutical, and environmental gas industries since the successful
synthesis of zeolites which also led to the invention of efficient pressure swing cycles [3]. When the gas
mixture flows through an adsorbent bed, the preferentially adsorbed component is concentrated on the
surface of the adsorbents (adsorbed phase), and the less adsorbed components pass through the bed
without being captured. For practical adsorption processes, it is usually a requirement that the adsorbed
phase is capable of being recovered, namely the adsorption should be reversible. Adsorption processes can
be classified based on the method of adsorbent regeneration [4]. Four basic types of adsorption processes,
thermal swing adsorption (TSA), pressure/vacuum swing (P/VSA), purge gas stripping, and displacement
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desorption, are in common use and sometimes combinations of two or more may also be used depending on
specific situations.
P/VSA is a promising technology for CO2 capture from bulk gas streams because the pressure can be
changed rapidly in the column thus enabling faster PSA cycles and increasing the throughput per unit volume
of the adsorption bed. There have been a large number of studies reporting the removal of CO 2 from flue
gases in post-combustion CO2 capture processes using P/VSA [5-10]. Experimental and simulation results
have shown that gas streams with a CO2 concentration around 15 mol% can be enriched by P/VSA
processes to more than 90 % with an acceptable recovery if an appropriate process is designed.
VSA processes are capable of achieving a CO 2 recovery of 90 % and purity of 90 % from dry flue gas using
zeolite 13X as the adsorbent [11]. It is, nevertheless, difficult to achieve such a purity and recovery without
high energy use and the use of specialist highly selective adsorbents which may not be tolerant to impurities
in the flue gas. The high energy consumption of the VSA process is mainly attributed to the energy
consumption of the deep vacuum stage which is required to achieve the high purity and recovery. Typically,
the vacuum pressure usually needs to operate at around 0.02 bar (2 kPa abs). This is difficult to achieve with
a single stage liquid ring pump and would require multiple stage vacuum pumps. This is routine for vacuum
swing adsorption plants in which 2 and even 3 stages are used. It would be highly desirable to be able to
operate with a shallower vacuum (eg. 10 kPa or 0.1 bara).

1.1.3 Membrane based technologies
Membrane based processes have been a competitive separation technology in the past three decades [12].
Most of the membrane gas separation technologies are pressure-driven processes that depend on the
permeability of components in a gas mixture. A membrane process separating CO 2 from flue gas should
have a higher CO2 permeability than other constituents of flue gas, so that the CO 2 can preferentially
permeate the membrane. Some membrane processes (gas-liquid membranes) involve using a solvent in
conjunction with the membrane either in the pores of the membrane or in the tube or shell side of the
membrane module. In such processes, the separation is facilitated by the solubility of CO 2 in the liquid or the
reactivity CO2 with the liquid. For a typical pressure-driven membrane process, a partial pressure gradient of
either CO2 or other components is required across the membrane to enable CO2 or other components in the
flue gas to be transported through the membrane, and this is may be assisted by applying a high pressure to
the feed side of the membrane and/or a vacuum to the permeate side of the membrane in post-combustion
capture processes. Like adsorption processes, this high pressure and/or vacuum comprise most of the
energy penalty for this separation process. The inherent separation mechanism of membranes usually
requires multiple stages with recycle to achieve high purity and recovery, leading to increased complexity,
energy consumption, and capital costs [13].

1.2 Scope of the project
1.2.1 Challenges for the MEA process
It has been recognised that reactive liquid absorbent technology (mostly amine based solvents) is the most
suitable near term technology for PCC applications [14, 15]. However, there are still several technical and
economic issues to overcome for the implementation of PCC with this technology such as, low partial
pressure of CO2 in the flue gas, large volumes of flue gas to be treated, high energy penalty, and corrosion
and solvent degradation issues. The combination of low concentrations of CO 2 in the flue gas and the very
large flue gas flow rates is likely to make the reactive liquid solvent capture units larger than any currently
operating solvent scrubbers. For example, the column diameters in amine CO 2 scrubbers are predicted to be
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22 metres to treat a single flue gas stream from a 500 MW e power station [16]. However, at present, column
diameters are normally limited to around 13 meters using generally accepted chemical industry design
procedures [17]. This presents considerable challenges for full-scale power plant PCC designs both
technically and economically as this is a considerable extension of our current experience and knowledge
base. The cost of such absorbers/strippers will be in the order of $20 million [16]. The absorber size is
largely governed by the volumetric flow rates of flue gases, and in this case, is attributed predominantly to
nitrogen flow rates in the flue gases because N2 is 70 %, CO2 is around 10 - 15 vol% with the remainder being
oxygen and water and other trace gases. The low concentrations of CO 2 result in a CO2 partial pressure of
10 - 15 kPa as the flue gases are typically at or slightly above atmospheric pressure. The low CO 2 partial
pressure prevents the use of solvents with higher capacity at higher pressure and limits the capacity of
solvents suitable for low pressure application as well.
A further challenge for PCC with reactive liquid absorption is the stability of liquid solvents and corrosion
problems because of the presence of other components (O2, SOx, NOx, etc) in the flue gases. The presence
of oxygen can rapidly corrode the carbon steel used for the absorber and accelerate the degradation of
uninhibited amines. SOx and NOx can react irreversibly with MEA to produce non-reclaimable corrosive salts
that are very detrimental to plant operation. The continuous thermal cycling of the liquid absorbent will result
in temperature induced degradation over time. Also the liquid absorbent itself and its degradation products
might induce corrosion, which leads to higher operating costs and unplanned replacement of plant
components. A wide range of degradation products might be formed during the prolonged operation of the
capture process. Therefore, currently flue gas desulfurization units are employed to separate SO x and
inhibitors are added to solvents to prevent corrosion and degradation. It would be beneficial if these
impurities can be removed at the same time of increasing partial pressure of CO 2 in the gas streams.

1.2.2 Goals of this study
This project aims to examine the benefits of a hybrid process of VSA and absorption for CO 2 capture in PCC.
Specifically, it is a hybrid process that combines MEA solvent scrubbing units and VSA separation units. The
potential benefits of such a process are the enhancement of the partial pressure of CO 2 in the flue gases
entering the absorber and therefore a reduction in the size of the absorber. If the partial pressure of CO 2 in
the flue gas can be increased by four or five times, for example, from 10 kPa to 40 - 50 kPa, while maintaining
the total pressure at atmospheric, the volumetric flow rate of the gas stream entering absorber would be
reduced to 20 – 25 % of the original rate and the capacity of a generic MEA system would increase by around
15 %. This will significantly reduce the sizes of absorbers and slightly reduce the sizes of strippers. In
addition, the increase of CO2 partial pressure will also reduce the risks of handling large amounts of solvents
and the issues associated with the environmental emissions. Unlike the conventional gas treatment units,
large amounts of solvents are in direct contact with the atmosphere via the exhaust. Hence, the atmospheric
emissions of solvents and solvent degradation products will place an additional strain on the environment
[14]. The potential amine emission impacts on the environment have been reported elsewhere as outcomes
from an IEA workshop in 2010 [18]. Finally, the energy penalty for the MEA absorption process can also
potentially be reduced in the hybrid process because part of the energy required for regeneration is
consumed by the ‘inactive’ components in the solution (i.e. degradation products that do not assist in CO2
capture). A reduction in the amount of the degradation products formed will therefore reduce the energy
penalty.
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1.2.3 Adsorption processes in this study
A literature review and our group’s experience on post-combustion CO2 capture with VSA processes indicated
that commercial adsorbents such as activated carbons are potential adsorbents for separating CO 2 from flue
gas and can be deployed immediately for large-scale applications with moderate enrichment and recovery of
CO2 when appropriate processes are designed. The essential information of these adsorbents for CO 2
separation from flue gas is their isotherms which is the amount (in moles) of each gas species adsorbed per
kg of adsorbent. The isotherms of pure CO2 and pure N2 on zeolite 13X APG III (UOP, USA) and a
commercial coconut activated carbon (Activated carbon technologies Pty Ltd, Australia) are shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2. Although zeolite 13X was not used in this study, it is the benchmark adsorbent for CO2 capture
by VSA and the isotherms of CO2 on zeolite 13X APGIII are presented for the purpose of comparison with
activated carbon. In general, the CO2 adsorption capacities on activated carbons are lower than those on
zeolites under lower pressures such as post-combustion flue gas pressure. However, the working capacities
of adsorbents are more important than the absolute equilibrium capacity when adsorbents are compared
against each other, as the working capacities strongly influence the power consumption for certain adsorption
processes. The isotherm for 13X (Figure 1) shows that very low vacuum levels are required to achieve
acceptable working capacity for the adsorbent. Typically, we would need to achieve 5 kPa or less at the end
of the evacuation step to achieve > 95 % purity. On the other hand, the more gradual shape of the CO 2
isotherm on activated carbon (Figure 2) implies that a shallower vacuum may achieve the same CO2 working
capacity. The drawback of activated carbon is the co-adsorption of nitrogen which will contaminate the CO 2
product stream. However, if the goal of the VSA hybrid system is to provide enriched CO 2 to the solvent
system, this drawback is not severe.
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Figure 1. Isotherms of pure CO2 and pure N2 on zeolite 13X (APG III)
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Figure 2. Isotherms of CO2 and N2 on commercial coconut activated carbon
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Figure 3. Isotherms of water vapour on activated carbon at various temperatures
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Another attractive feature of activated carbon for post-combustion CO2 separation is that the CO2 adsorption
capacity is unaffected by the presence of saturated water vapor. Water vapor is a serious challenge for
adsorption based processes using 13X zeolite. The water vapor adsorption isotherms on activated carbon
are shown in Figure 3. The differences between adsorption of water on activated carbon and zeolite 13X are
attributable to the much stronger bonding of water to the surface of 13X zeolite. The bonding between of
water vapour on the surface of activated carbon is less strong so that the adsorbed water can be desorbed by
reducing its partial pressure. From José’s experiment [19], water vapor can even be completely desorbed by
dry-air. By contrast, water adsorption on zeolite 13X is very strong even at very low relative humidity [20] so it
is very hard to remove adsorbed water by reducing total pressure in VSA processes. The relatively cheap
sources of activated carbon and their resistance to saturated water vapor in the gas streams make activated
carbon a promising CO2 adsorbent for post-combustion capture. Therefore activated carbon (Activated
carbon technologies Pty Ltd, Australia) was investigated in our preliminary experiments.
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2

Analysis methods

Aspen Adsorption® was used for the simulation and design of adsorption processes. Aspen Adsorption® is
commercial software capable of process simulation and optimisation for breakthrough and cyclic processes
such as pressure swing, temperature swing, and vacuum swing adsorption. It has been used in this study to
select optimal adsorption cycles and cycle sequencing. In the simulations, the adsorption beds were all
simulated as vertical beds. The multilayer BET equilibrium model and lumped resistance linear driving force
kinetic models were used for the gas and adsorbent interaction. The principal model assumptions are: axially
dispersed plug flow, perfect gas behaviour, no radial concentration gradients, no radial temperature gradients
outside the vicinity of the tube wall, and an adsorbent section of uniform voidage and particle size. The main
mathematical equations used in the simulations are as shown as follows:
Component mass balance for the adsorption bed can be written as:

y

p
y py T
 bT  ( vpy )  RT n
p 


 t
t
t T t
 t z T
b

i

t

(1)

where i represents gas component i.
The pressure profile in the bed can be calculated using the Ergun equation:
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The energy balance for the bed is given as:
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The lumped linear driving force model is given as:
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The multilayer BET equation for gas adsorption is given as follows:
(5)

where
(6)
(7)

(8)

7

(9)

The adsorption cycle simulations were validated against bench scale experiments and pilot scale
experiments. The parameters obtained from these simulations were then used for large-scale adsorption
process designs.
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3

Adsorption experiments and simulations

The aim of the adsorption experiments was to study parameters affecting the adsorption process and obtain
data for validating the adsorption simulation model for further large-scale adsorption designs. The adsorption
experiments were performed first on a small-scale adsorption rig consisting of two adsorption columns, and
then on a pilot plant scale adsorption rig consisting of three columns. The reason for this arrangement was to
save time and consumables such as mixture gases and adsorbents on a small-scale apparatus as well as the
ease of operation of the two-column rig. After preliminary experiments on the two-column rig, more complex
adsorption cyclic experiments were performed on the three-column equipment.

3.1 Bench scale experiments
The small-scale adsorption rig is a custom-designed gas separation apparatus. The apparatus consists of
two tubular adsorption columns, each of which is within a vertical split tube furnace. The adsorption columns
are made of stainless steel with a working length of 1000 mm (total length 1200 mm), an ID of 21 mm and 1.5
mm wall thickness. The schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 4. Gas flow rates were
monitored by pre-calibrated mass flow controllers (Brooks Instrument, USA) installed upstream of the
adsorption bed. The pressures of feed gases, gases in the column and the exit gases were measured by
pressure transducers. A back-pressure controller between the adsorption bed and the product exit was
installed to maintain constant adsorption pressure in the bed. The effluent gas stream was monitored using
an online CO2 analyser. All the solenoid valves were controlled by the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC),
and the data including concentration, temperature, pressure, and flow rates, were logged continuously. All
the gas concentrations were expressed in the units of mole percentage.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the bench scale vacuum swing adsorption apparatus

3.1.1 Breakthrough experiments
The information from breakthrough experiments is very important for process designs and simulations as it
can provide both a reference for adsorption step time determination in cycles and the kinetics of adsorption
for cycle simulations. For our experiments, both columns were packed with 172 g coconut activate carbon,
and only one column was used for the breakthrough experiment as the two columns are symmetrical. The
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breakthrough experiment was performed at a column pressure of 1.3 bar and temperature of 40 °C, and feed
gas flowing at 1.44 sL / min with CO2 concentration of 13.4 % balanced with nitrogen. The breakthrough
experiments were deemed as finished when the concentration of CO 2 in the effluent gas reached the feed gas
concentration. A sample breakthrough curve is shown in Figure 5. From the breakthrough curve, it is clear
that the CO2 front broke through the column after about 400 seconds which indicated the adsorption step time
in real cycle experiments should be less than this so as to contain the loss of CO2 in the effluent stream to
maintain a high recovery assuming the same feed velocity is used in the cycle experiments.

Figure 5. Breakthrough curve of 13.4 % CO 2 (balance N2) on activated carbon at 40 °C at 1.3 bar

3.1.2 Cyclic experiments
Following the breakthrough experiments, a basic three-step adsorption cycle with one column was performed:
feed step (segment I), vent step (segment II) and evacuation step (segment III). A typical experimental
pressure profile in the column is given in Figure 6 although the feed-step time may change from experiment to
experiment so that the effect of adsorption time on the purity and recovery can be examined. In all the
experiments, the vacuum pressure at the end of the pump down step was fixed at 0.1 bar abs. From the
pressure profile we can see that the column pressure built up to a peak of 1.4 bar and then fell back to the
setting pressure of 1.3 bar via the back pressure controller. The peak of 1.4 bar was caused by overpressurization in the repressurisation step. After the pressure was held at 1.3 bar for a certain time
(depending on the feed step time), the pressure fell to around atmospheric pressure before commencing the
evacuation step.
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Figure 6. A typical experimental pressure profile in one cycle

These very basic single column cycle experiments provided a preliminary outlook of the performance without
going into complex cycles and requiring large amount of adsorbents. The purity and recovery results obtained
from these cycles are given in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Effect of feed step time on the purity and recovery in single column cycles

It is evident from the figure that with the very basic one column cycle an enrichment factor of two could be
achieved and the purity of CO2 in the product line increased with the feed step time until the step time
reached the breakthrough time (~ 400 s). However, once the breakthrough time was exceeded, a further
increase of feed step time did not improve the purity. Considering the recovery of CO2, an increase of feed
step time led to a continuous drop in recovery, from around 76 % recovery with 28 % purity to 26 % recovery
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with 30 % purity. The reason for a relatively constant purity and dramatic reduction in recovery after 400
seconds is that the adsorbent in the column was essentially saturated at 400 seconds and further feed of CO2
led to breakthrough and loss of CO2. Therefore, with the single bed cycle experiments, we can infer that a
proper feed step time would be close to 200 seconds with acceptable purity and recovery as shown in Figure
7. The one column experiments have shown that with very basic steps one column could deliver a reasonable
purity and recovery, which indicated that more promising results might be achievable with more adsorption
beds and advanced cycle designs. Therefore more vacuum swing adsorption cycles were tested on the two
bed apparatus. First, a series of 2-bed-6-step experiments were carried out and the sequence of steps are
shown below in Table 1.
Table 1. The 2-bed 6-step cycle sequence chart
Bed 1

AD ↑

PE ↑

VAC ↓

VAC ↓

PE ↓

RP ↑

Bed 2

VAC ↓

PE ↓

RP ↑

AD ↑

PE ↑

VAC ↓

↑: Represents gas flowing into the columns.
↓: Represents gas flowing out of columns.
AD: Adsorption step. Feed gas (130 kPa, 13.4 % CO2 balanced with nitrogen) enters the top of the bed and
exits through the bottom of the bed.
PE: Pressure equalization. The two beds are connected through their bottom ends to equalize the pressure.
VAC: Counter-current evacuation. Vacuum is applied from the top of the bed to regenerate the column.
RP: Re-pressurization with feed gas. The column was re-pressurized to 130 kPa with feed gas from the top of
the bed.

In the two-column cyclic experiments, a gas mixture (130 kPa) with CO2 concentration of approximately 13.4
% with the balance nitrogen was introduced to the adsorption column (which was at 40 °C) with a total gas
flow rate of 1.44 sL / min. With the gas conditions fixed, the effect of adsorption time on the purity and
recovery was examined with vacuum pressure for all the experiments set at 10 kPa. As the flow meter on the
vacuum line was not functioning for the first three experiments, no recovery rate was calculated for the first
three experiments. The results from Figure 8 shows a clear trend of improving purity with increasing
adsorption time and the highest purity achieved was around 47 % of CO2 with an adsorption time of 220
seconds. It is worth noting that with a similar adsorption time, the one column cycle could only attain 30 %
purity of CO2. The significant difference in CO2 purity was attributed to the inclusion of pressure equalization
step. However, the high purity of CO2 at 220 seconds was at the expense of reduced recovery as with this
adsorption time part of the CO2 concentration front in the columns had moved out of the bed. Therefore, to
accomplish a higher recovery, the graph shows that a shorter adsorption time such as 170 seconds should be
employed in the experiments as with this time both acceptable purity and recovery were achieved.
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Figure 8. Effect of feed time step on the purity and recovery in 2-bed 6-step cycles

To summarise results from the two-bed adsorption apparatus: the preliminary experiments performed on the
two-column rig provided sufficient confidence that this coconut activated carbon could be used in vacuum
swing adsorption processes, and it could deliver a moderate enrichment of the gas streams with relatively
high recovery with the very basic cycle designs and mild vacuum level, and this would in turn significantly
reduce the cost for the vacuum for the adsorption system.

3.2 Pilot plant experiments and simulations
From preliminary experiments on the small-scale adsorption rig, it was found that activated carbon was an
appropriate adsorbent for the purpose of moderately concentrating CO 2 in the flue gas. However, as the flow
rates of the feed gas were constrained by the configurations of the two-column rig, only small superficial gas
velocity (~ 20 cm / s equivalent to ~ 4 L / min) adsorption experiments could be performed. Compared to our
aim of separating a large amount of flue gas, such small flow rates are not typical of full-scale separation
designs. To perform experiments with higher gas velocity (flow rates), we therefore tested the adsorbents on
our group’s pilot scale three-column adsorption system, which is capable of about twice the superficial
velocity (~ 40 cm / s equivalent to ~ 100 L / min), and the data obtained from the rig was used for validation of
the parameters in the following simulations.
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the pilot scale 3-column rig and details of adsorption column

3.2.1 Equipment description
The schematic diagram of the three-column adsorption rig is shown in Figure 9. The adsorption columns in
the pilot scale 3-column adsorption rig are made of stainless steel and equipped with thermocouples to
monitor the temperature profile in the columns as well as to deduce the composition profile. The feed gas
used was a mixture of CO2 vaporized from a pressurized liquid CO2 tank and dry air. Each column has a
packed length of 100 cm and an internal diameter of 7.7 cm, which provides a closer approximation of
adiabatic conditions. Each column is equipped with three solenoid switch valves at each end to permit a wide
variety of process cycle options. The feed, vacuum and waste lines are furnished with control valves to
accommodate the flexibility of flow rates variation. All valves are pneumatically activated. The cycle is
implemented with GeFanuc PLC (programmable logic controller) and a Citect/SCADA (Supervisory Control
And Data Acquisition) computer interface to permit logging of all system pressures, temperatures and flow
rates. The flow rates were measured by two IDP10 Foxboro differential pressure transmitters (accuracy: ±
0.1 kPa, for feed and waste lines) with Annubar flow meter sensors and three Yokogawa EJA110A differential
pressure transmitters (accuracy: ± 0.075 % of span) with VERIS Verabar flow meter sensors. The CO2
concentrations on different process lines are measured by Servomex Model 1440D CO 2 analysers (± 1 % of
full scale). The thermocouples used are T-type, junction exposed with an error of ± 1 °C. Pressures at
different locations are measures by Bourdon-Sedeme E7 pressure transmitter (accuracy: ± 0.2 % of full
scale). Most of these equipment items are industry standard. As a result of equipment errors, we have
determined that calculated flow rates are known within approximately 2 % of the maximum flow rate, the
product CO2 purity is known to within 1 %, the recovery is calculated to be within ± 2 – 3 %. It is worth noting
that measurement of flow rates in PSA systems is extremely challenging since virtually infinite turn down is
required of the flow meters. For example, initial flow rates from the adsorbent beds to the vacuum pump are
very large since the bed pressure is high and is rapidly depressurized. However, at the end of the evacuation
period, most of the CO2 has been desorbed from the bed, leading to very low flow rates. The flow meter
must, therefore, be capable of measuring both high and low flow rates.
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3.2.2 Process simulation

Figure 10. Aspen Adsoprtion® simulation flow sheet of the three beds

Corresponding simulations of experiments performed on the three-column adsorption rig were performed
using Aspen Adsorption. The simulation flow sheet is shown in Figure 10. In the simulation, the more
realistic control valve option rather than the flow rate option was used in the repressurisation step and
adsorption step, which means the flow rate of gas varied in the repressurisation step and initial period of
adsorption step, but was constant for most of the time during the adsorption step. The constant value of the
flow rate in the adsorption step was the same as the flow rate in the adsorption step in the experiments that
we conducted on the three-column rig. For all the other steps, such as pressure equalisation and vacuum
step, the flow rates were also controlled by using control valve (Cv). The Bed Adsorption Pressure in the
adsorption step was controlled by adjusting control valves, taking column One as an example, “Vf1” and
“VP1”. Desorption pressure of each bed was controlled by adjusting the gas flow rate of the vacuum pump so
as to calculate the power cost of each experiment. The gas flow rate in the pressure equalisation step was
controlled by control valves “VE1”, “VE2”, and “VE3”.

3.2.3 Breakthrough experiments
Before starting the cyclic process experiments, breakthrough experiments were conducted to identify the
appropriate step times and obtain an estimation of the length of the mass transfer zone in the adsorber bed.
A range of different flow rates were used to estimate the proper adsorption step time during breakthrough
experiments at a feed temperature of around 40 °C. The feed had an approximate CO 2 concentration of 14 %
as the concentration changed with ambient temperature in the experiments due to sensitivity of our feed
mixing system to ambient temperature. Three representative breakthrough curves are shown in Figure 11. It
is seen that the breakthrough time was slightly shortened when compared to each previous experiment and
this was due to the fact that the adsorbent in the column was not fully regenerated for each successive
breakthrough run. However, the shape of the breakthrough fronts in those experiments was identical, which
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means the kinetics of the adsorbents was maintained throughout these experiments. The breakthrough times
were around 200 seconds, and this indicates that the adsorption step time for the cyclic process would be
less than this value and should be determined on a case by case basis. The breakthrough curve was also
simulated using Aspen Adsorption®, and shown in Figure 10 with solid line. The simulation curve matched
well with the 1st experimental breakthrough curve.
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Figure 11. CO2 breakthrough curves at the column exit with feed flow rate of 65 LPM

3.2.4 Cyclic experiments
For all the experiments, certain concentrations of gas mixtures were achieved by mixing a CO 2 stream
vaporised from a liquid CO2 tank with dry compressed air in the feed gas tank which was heated up to around
100 °C. However, the temperature of gas reaching the bottom of the bed was only about 40 °C measured by
T14, which was slightly higher than winter room temperature (17 °C) due to the heat loss along the feed line
to the columns. The column pressures were controlled by adjusting the control valves furnished in the feed
(FCV1), waste (FCV2) and vacuum lines (FCV4). The cycle sequence used in the experiments is shown in
Table 2, it should be pointed out here that there is no separate repressurisation step in the experiments while
in the simulation work (Table 3) there is a separate repressurisation step, namely the repressurisation step
time plus the adsorption time in the simulation add up to the adsorption step time in the experiments.

Table 2. Experimental sequence steps
Bed 1
Bed 2
Bed 3

Step 1
ADS
PE ↓
PE ↑

Step 2
PE ↑
PE ↓
VAC

Step 3
PE ↑
ADS
PE ↓

Step 4
VAC
PE ↑
PE ↓

Step 5
PE ↓
PE ↑
ADS
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Step 6
PE ↓
VAC
PE ↑

Table 3. Simulation sequence steps
Bed 1
Bed 2
Bed 3

Step 1
REP
EV
IDLE

Step 2
ADS
PE ↓
PE↑

Step 3
PE↑
PE ↓
EV

Step 4
IDLE
REP
EV

Step 5
PE↑
ADS
PE ↓

Step 6
EV
PE↑
PE ↓

Step 7
EV
IDLE
REP

Step 8
PE ↓
PE↑
ADS

Step 9
PE ↓
EV
PE↑

PE ↑: Represents gas flowing to another column in pressure equalisation step.
PE ↓: Represents gas coming from another column in pressure equalisation step.
ADS: Feed step.
VAC: Evacuation step using vacuum pump.
REP: Repressurisation.

Each of the columns was packed with 2.38 kg coconut activated carbon. A gas mixture (~ 140 kPa) of CO2
concentration at approximate 14 % with dry air balance was introduced to the adsorption column at various
flow rates (equating to ~ 7cm / s to 35 cm / s superficial velocity in the columns). With the gas conditions
fixed, the effect of adsorption time, vacuum pressure, and feed flow rates on the purity and recovery were
examined. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the typical history of pressure and temperature for the 6-step cycle.
Figure 13 indicates that the largest temperature swing in the bed is about 10 °C. The temperature swing at
certain thermocouples in the column is directly related to the column’s working capacity for CO2 and thus
provides a good diagnostic of the movement of the CO 2 front and hence bed usage. Figure 12 shows the
pressure swing for the 6-step cycle. The two pressure equalization steps and evacuation step are readily
discernible as is the feed step. In this illustration, the feed pressure was 130 kPa and the evacuation
pressure 10 kPa. It is also evident that the cycle can be shortened considerably as both of the pressure
equalization steps occurred very fast followed by a period where there was little change in pressure.

3.2.4.1

Temperature and pressure profile validations

Two important indicators of the VSA simulation’s validity are the pressure profiles and temperature profiles in
the beds. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the pressure and temperature profiles in column one. They seem to
match each other reasonably well and provide confidence in the simulation results.
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Figure 13. Temperature profile of experiments and simulation in column one

3.2.4.2

Effect of feed step time

The experiment and simulation results with different adsorption step time agreed well as presented in Figure
14. The purity of the product increased with adsorption step time and the recovery decreased as the
adsorption time increased. It is obvious from the figure that there was only a slight boost in the product purity
by increasing the adsorption step time from 40 to 60 seconds whilst the recovery decreased significantly from
77 % to 57 %. The considerable drop in recovery is not desirable for CO 2 capture; therefore the adsorption
step time at 40 seconds is a more appropriate choice.
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Figure 14. Effect of adsorption step time on the performance of process with vacuum at 10 kPa

3.2.4.3

Effect of feed concentration

Different feed gas concentrations were examined whilst keeping the feed temperature at 40 °C and the
evacuation level constant at 10 kPa abs. The feed gas concentration was controlled via regulating the control
valve in the CO2 line, in order to change the concentration of the mixture with dry air. The purity results are
shown in Figure 15. The figure shows that the purity of the process increased with feed concentrations. A
purity of 35 % is readily achievable for a feed concentration above 14 %.

Figure 15. Effect of feed concentration on process performance
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3.2.4.4

Effect of vacuum pressure
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The core objective of CO2 capture from post-combustion gases for large scale applications is to reduce
specific cost of CO2 avoided. For the CO2 vacuum swing adsorption process, the majority of the cost
translates to the power cost from the vacuum pump and the gas compressor. Therefore in this section, the
impact of vacuum pressures on the product purity and recovery is examined. For each vacuum level, with the
increase of the CO2 concentration in the waste stream, the purity of CO2 increases and the recovery
decreases. With the same CO2 concentration in the waste stream, both the purity and recovery of CO 2
decrease with the increase of vacuum pressure. Specifically, the purities of runs at 5 kPa, 10 kPa and 15 kPa
with recovery more than 95 % are 54.15 %, 48.82 %, and 36.68 %, respectively.
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Figure 16. Effect of vacuum pressure on product purity and recovery

3.3 Summary of adsorption experiments and simulations
The adsorption experiments performed on the two-column adsorption rig and three-column adsorption rig
indicated that adsorption processes based on activated carbon are capable of enriching CO 2 in gas mixtures
with flue gas conditions to about 50 mol% CO2 in the product for modest vacuum levels (10 kPa). The
validation of simulation models with the experimental data shows that the adsorption simulation matches the
experimental data well and can be used for further large-scale adsorption process designs.
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4

Validation of MEA absorption simulation

The performance of post-combustion CO2 capture with aqueous MEA solution depends on the feed gas
composition and conditions such as flow rate, pressure and temperature of the feed gas. The feed gas
conditions may vary significantly depending on the nature of coal burnt in power plant. In this study, the gas
conditions from a 500 MW pulverised brown coal fired steam power plant were selected as the base case and
are summarised in Table 4. Gas conditions in this table represent the flue gas introduced to the standalone
MEA scrubbing system after sulphur removal and the direct contact cooler.

Table 4. Base case operating conditions
CO2 product purity

not less than 95 %

CO2 removal rate

90 %

Flue gas conditions:
Pressure (kPa)

130

Temperature (°C)

40

Mole flow (kmol / h)

62173.25

3

Volume flow (m / s)

329

Feed composition (mol-frac)

15.22 % CO2, 4.86 % H2O, 76.14 % N2, 3.78 % O2

The rate-based Radfrac model in Aspen Plus® was used for the simulation of absorber and stripper in the
MEA absorption process. It uses mass and heat transfer correlations to predict column performance rather
than efficiency factors or HETPs in the conventional equilibrium mode. A typical flow sheet for CO2 recovery
from flue gases using MEA solvents is a closed loop process where lean solvent from stripper will be recycled
to the absorber. In this work, the flowsheet in Aspen Plus® was set up as an open-loop simulation so as to
accelerate the convergence because the purpose of this chemical absorption simulation was to investigate
parametric factors on the performance. However, the streams in the open-loop flowsheet were coupled via
design specifications to ensure that the simulation would converge in the closed loop as well. The open-loop
flowsheet is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Process flowsheet of chemical absorption system in Aspen Plus®

The design details for the simulation are as follows:

1.

Recovery of CO2: The recovery of CO2 was controlled by the amount of CO2 in the vent from the
absorber which in turn was regulated by the inlet flow of amine to the absorber column. The final
recovery was calculated according to the amount of CO2 in feed and the CO2 in the gas product
from the stripper.

2.

Lean loading: The ratio of CO2 related species to that of MEA related species in the bottom
stream from the stripper was controlled by varying the reboiler duty of the stripper.

3.

Cross-exchanger duty: The cross-heat exchanger function was fulfilled by equating the heat
duties of the two heat exchangers (RICHHX and LEANHX) in the design specifications in the
flowsheeting options.

4.

Water and MEA balance: As there always is loss of water and MEA in the system, it was
necessary to make up for the losses of water and MEA. To do this, the flowrate of the makeup
water and MEA stream was varied to achieve a flowsheet water and MEA balance.

The loading of CO2 in the MEA solution is defined as follows:

(10)

(11)
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4.1 Sizing of equipment
The rate-based Radfrac in Aspen Plus® requires the input of either the height of the column or packed height
per stage and number of stages. The diameter of the column can either be provided or Aspen can calculate it
based on a fractional approach to maximum capacity. A design factor of 70 % approach to flooding was
chosen since this allows some safety factor in case the operating conditions in the column change suddenly.
Since the aim of the project is to reduce the size of absorbers for a full scale coal power plant case, the
simulations were run purposely with just one train of solvent scrubbing in order to investigate benefits of the
CO2 concentration augmentation.
The basic parameters used in the absorber and the stripper for the simulations are presented in Table 5 and
Table 6, respectively. When parametric simulations were performed, these parameters were changed
accordingly.

Table 5. Values of parameters used in the absorber for the MEA system
Parameter

Value

Diameter

19.5 m

Height

17 m

Packing

NORTON METAL 1.5-IN

Lean solvent inlet temperature

40 °C

Absorber pressure

1 bar

Table 6. Values of parameters used in the stripper for the MEA system
Parameter

Value

Diameter

14 m

Height

19 m

Packing

NORTON METAL 1.5-IN

Stripper pressure

1.7 bar
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4.2 Simulation results
In order to ensure an appropriate simulation of the solvent absorption process in our hybrid simulation, we
have first validated the solvent absorption simulation against similar work conducted by other researchers by
examining the effect of lean loading and capture percentage of CO 2 on the reboiler duty.

4.2.1 Effect of lean loading
The effect of lean loading on the reboiler duty, rich loading and the liquid to gas ratio were investigated as
shown in Figure 18. The lean loading affects the required amount of amine flow rate since with increasing
lean loading, the capacity of the solvent for CO 2 absorption decreases. A low lean loading resulted in a very
high reboiler duty since the partial pressure of CO 2 in equilibrium with the liquid phase is low at low loadings.
Therefore, a substantial amount of thermal energy was required to strip the very last amount of CO2 out of a
relatively “lean” stream, most of which was wasted on the heating of water in the stream. When the lean
loading increases, the reboiler duty decreases rapidly before reaching a minimum around an L/G equal to 4.
This is because as the lean loading increases the equilibrium partial pressure of CO 2 increases and the
amount of steam required to heat up the solvent decreases. However, beyond a certain lean loading, it is the
sensible heat that dominates, because of the increased liquid flow. The trends observed here have also been
reported elsewhere [5].
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Figure 18. Variation of reboiler duty and rich loading with lean loading for 90 % CO 2 capture

4.2.2 Effect of capture percentage
The effect of capture percentage on the reboiler duty was investigated with a constant lean loading of 0.24.
Capture percentages of 70 %, 80 %, 85 %, 90 %, and 95 % were investigated. Figure 19 shows the variation
of reboiler duty with the different capture percentage. As can be seen, the reboiler duty increases as the
capture percentage increases. This is due to the fact that the solvent flowrate required increases which in
turn increases the sensible heat requirement in the system and with a fixed lean loading more energy is
required to strip out the CO2 in the solvent.
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Figure 19. Effect of CO2 capture percentage on the reboiler duty and rich loading

4.3 Summary of validation of MEA absorption simulation
The simulation results of MEA absorption process in Aspen Plus® have validated our simulation methodology
against others’ work. This simulation methodology was therefore adopted in our simulations for the hybrid
system.
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5

Design and simulation of hybrid system

Design and simulation of the hybrid system consist of two parts, namely the VSA process and the MEA
absorption process. Design and simulation of the VSA process was performed with Aspen Adsorption®
which is dedicated commercial software for adsorption processes simulation. The results from VSA
simulations were then represented by a custom model in Aspen Plus® and integrated with the simulation of
MEA absorption process to realize a whole flowsheet simulation of the hybrid system.

5.1 VSA process
The design of the VSA system was based on the conditions in Table 5. The sizes of adsorption beds in the
VSA process were determined according to the maximum allowable interstitial velocity and the currently
largest available single stage water ring vacuum pump. The maximum allowable interstitial velocity is usually
less than about 80 % of the minimum fluidisation velocity for upflow in adsorption columns, and in this case
the maximum allowable interstitial velocity was taken as 1.5 m / s. The largest currently available single stage
water ring vacuum pump has a gas intake rate of 1200 m3 / min at 16 kPa. This gas intake rate was assumed
to be the maximum single vacuum pump capacity at the various vacuum pressures used in the simulations.
Therefore, several trains of VSA units were required to process all the flue gas as mentioned previously. The
performance of VSA systems could be affected by a number of factors such as the feed temperature and
pressure, the flow rates of feed, the adsorbent temperature, the adsorption cycle time and step sequences,
and, the vacuum pressure in desorption step. However, as the aim of this work is to investigate the hybrid
performance of VSA and MEA absorption system, not an extensive parametric study of the VSA unit, we have
chosen to study several parameters most relevant to the hybrid system that could enable an integrated hybrid
system simulation. The parameters were adjusted with an aim of obtaining varying CO 2 concentrations in the
waste stream. In all simulations for the VSA system, cyclic steady state (CSS) was approached, where CSS
represents a state that all variables oscillated in a periodic and repeatable way from cycle to cycle.

5.1.1 Effect of operating parameters on VSA performance
The effect of feed pressure, vacuum pressure, and waste concentration (actually controlled by the adsorption
step time) on the CO2 product purity, process power consumption and adsorbent productivities was studied.
The operating conditions and corresponding results are listed in Table 7.
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Table 7. Simulation results of the first group of three beds
Feed

Vac
(kPa)

CO2 %

CO2 (%)

Rec
(%)

Specific power
(MJ / kg CO2)

5

Waste (wet)
1.06

Product (wet)
49.98

92.54

0.578

(kg CO2 / h / kg ads)
0.090

10

1.11

41.18

96.44

0.508

0.080

15

1.07

34.17

96.52

0.477

0.067

5

2.09

52.56

87.55

0.544

0.089

10

2.03

44.46

90.25

0.482

0.080

15

1.98

37.15

92.8

0.451

0.069

5

2.86

54.03

83.29

0.538

0.086

10

2.96

46.07

85.43

0.464

0.078

15

3.01

38.74

87.27

0.431

0.068

5

0.92

48.50

95.34

0.620

0.103

10

1.01

44.50

95.41

0.575

0.097

15

0.90

34.79

98.67

0.522

0.079

5

2.1

54.43

87.63

0.636

0.103

10

2.03

47.65

90.22

0.554

0.097

15

1.94

39.04

93.26

0.505

0.041

5

2.99

56.27

81.07

0.649

0.099

10

3.09

50.03

85.45

0.542

0.096

15

3.13

42.32

86.34

0.493

0.083

5

1.13

52.47

93.17

0.773

0.124

10

1.11

44.43

96.54

0.842

0.112

15

1.12

39.32

98.25

0.876

0.109

5

2.01

56.63

84.72

0.659

0.111

10

1.80

48.79

92.09

0.659

0.113

15

2.11

42.49

92.93

0.675

0.112

5

2.99

56.88

76.03

0.615

0.097

10

2.90

53.62

86.26

0.606

0.098

15

2.79

45.43

88.98

0.615

0.099

(kPa)

110

130

150

Productivity

Simulations were carried out at different feed gas pressures in such a way that the waste CO 2 concentration
was adjusted close to certain numbers such as 1 %, 2 % and 3 % at corresponding vacuum pressures close
to 5 kPa, 10 kPa, and 15 kPa. The waste concentration was not controlled at the precise numbers because in
the simulations the real process was mimicked using control valves. From table 7, it is obvious that the purity
of CO2 in the product increased with the pressure of the feed gas at the same vacuum pressure for similar
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CO2 concentration in the waste stream. At the same feed gas pressure, the product CO 2 purity decreased
with the increase of vacuum pressure from 5 kPa to 15 kPa for similar waste CO2 concentrations. The
simulations were not performed in an exhaustive way to cover all the possible feed operational conditions, but
rather to set the boundary for these conditions. All the other conditions within the range of the simulations
would be obtained later on from a regressed relationship representing all the data in the above table.

5.1.2 Aspen Plus® model representing the VSA process
A statistical model representing the VSA process was developed using the Aspen Plus® Excel unit operation
model based on the above VSA performance database derived with Aspen Adsorption® simulations. In this
Excel model, the VSA process performance was calculated with an Excel spreadsheet given the pressure of
feed flue gas, vacuum pressure of adsorption columns during desorption step, and waste stream CO 2
concentration from the Aspen Plus® interface. The relationships between independent variables (pressure of
feed flue gas, vacuum pressure of adsorption columns during the desorption step and waste stream CO2
concentration) and response variables (CO 2 product purity, CO2 recovery and VSA specific power) were
regressed with a second degree polynomial function. Aspen Plus® will write data to and read data from the
Excel spreadsheet where the gas stream conditions and compositions are shown in the Aspen Plus®
interface.

5.2 Hybrid VSA/MEA scrubbing process
After the adsorption custom model was established, it was connected to the absorption block in Aspen Plus®.
This hybrid model was then used to simulate the whole flow sheet for the hybrid process.

Figure 20. Simulation flow sheet of the hybrid system in Aspen Plus®
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5.2.1 Hybrid system absorber sizing
The typical CO2 concentration in the flue gas from an Australian brown coal fired power plant is around 15 %
at 40 °C, and this is currently the feed gas composition to the solvent scrubbing system for CO 2 separation.
With this feed composition, the absorber diameter in one train system for a 500 MW e power plant would be
around 20 meters based on the Aspen Plus Radfrac® simulation. The VSA system upstream of the MEA
absorption process can increase the CO 2 partial pressure and reduce the amount of flue gas entering the
solvent absorber column. The augmented CO 2 partial pressure can increase the driving force for absorption
and this will result in a reduction in column height. The diminished amount of flue gas passed to the solvent
absorber will significantly reduce the diameter of the absorber column. As can be seen from Figure 21, the
diameter of the absorber will reduce from 20 meters to a range close to currently commercially available scale
of 13 meters. This will not only reduce the cost of constructing this size of absorber, but also significantly
downgrade the associated technical and economic risks.
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Figure 21. Effect of feed concentration on the absorber inlet flow and diameter

5.2.2 Degradation alleviation
The results in Figure 22 show that both the oxygen total flowrate and its concentration in the feed gas to the
absorber were reduced with the enrichment of CO 2 in the VSA system. The decrease in the O 2 concentration
and flow rate alongside the increase of CO2 concentration will lessen the degradation of MEA. MEA is
generally susceptible to oxidative degradation and thermal degradation. However, oxidative degradation was
found to be the dominant degradation in a long-term test using MEA at a post-combustion capture pilot plant
[21]. Oxidative degradation happens through irreversible chemical reactions occurring between MEA and
minor component gases (O2, SO2 and NOx) present in the flue gas. The impact of SO 2 and NOx could be
minimised by upstream pre-treatment such as with an alkaline scrubber to remove the residual SO 2 [22].
However, there is usually no pre-treatment for O2 removal and MEA is exposed to free oxygen oxidation
which results in the formation and aldehydes and other oxidised products [23]. There has been research
reporting that the oxidation rate of MEA has a linear dependence on the O 2 concentration [23]. By contrast,
oxidative degradation is reduced with an increase in CO 2 concentration [24, 25] as the high solubility of
carbon dioxide favours the carbamate reaction over reaction with oxygen.
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Figure 22. Effect of CO2 enrichment on O2 flowrate and concentration in the feed to the absorber

5.2.3 Solvent replenishment
Emission of MEA and its degradation products from post-combustion CO2 capture plants has attracted
increased awareness because of the potential hazard to health and environment with an increasing number of
pilot and near commercial capture plants being operated and planned. In addition to that, emission impurities
result in a significant cost for solvent replenishment that will further add to the cost of post-combustion
capture. Several emission reducing technologies have been investigated with experiments and simulations
[26], among which the use of a water wash has been found to be efficient for the removal of gaseous MEA
emissions (up to 50 % of the MEA at the top of the absorber). However, a report on emissions from an
amine based post-combustion carbon capture pilot plant [27] showed that a water wash may not be suitable
for the removal of submicron droplets or aerosols. In our simulation of the MEA scrubbing system, no water
wash section was included. We have based our simulation of the amount of MEA replenishment on the
amount of MEA replenishment reported previously by other researchers [27]. It is obvious from Figure 23 that
the replacement rate of MEA decreases rapidly with the increase in CO2 concentration.
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Figure 23. Effect of CO2 concentration in the feed to the absorber on the MEA replenishment

5.2.4 Total energy demand
The effect of capture percentage for the hybrid process on the energy demand is presented in Figure 24. The
calculation was based on a recovery of 90 % CO2 from the VSA process with varying capture percentage
from the MEA scrubbing process. The total recovery was calculated by multiplying the VSA process recovery
and MEA process recovery. It is also worth noting that the energy used in the VSA unit (electrical energy)
was converted to an equivalent thermal energy assuming the heat to electricity efficiency was 35 %. The
results shown here indicate that the energy demand increases slightly with the total capture percentage. The
results also show that the total energy demand increased significantly compared to the standalone MEA
process. This was expected as energy was required to desorb the CO 2 twice. The high energy demand
might suggest that the total operating cost of the hybrid system is not competitive with a standalone
technology.
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Figure 24. Effect of CO2 capture percentage on the total energy cost

5.3 Summary of the hybrid system simulation
The hybrid system simulation indicated that the pre-enrichment of CO2 by the VSA system could reduce the
diameter of the amine absorber, while the regenerator dimensions remain relatively unchanged. The reboiler
duty for regenerating CO2 from the stripper column remained the same. Therefore the additional VSA unit
increases the relative energy demand compared to the absorption only process, because of the additional
blower and vacuum pump required. However, the addition of the VSA unit could significantly reduce the
degradation of solvents and the following detrimental impact on environment. It would also reduce the
replacement rate of the MEA solvent, and this will reduce the operating cost of the absorption process.
However, the overall operating cost of the hybrid system would likely be much higher. This will be
investigated further in the economic assessment in the next section.
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6

Economics of VSA-MEA hybrid process

This section summarises the scoping-level economic assessment for capturing CO 2 using a hybrid VSA-MEA
solvent process configuration.
Three cases are presented:
1.
2.
3.

Capture using only MEA solvent with no heat integration (Benchmark 1)
Capture using only VSA with no heat integration (Benchmark 2)
Capture using VSA-MEA solvent hybrid design with no heat integration (Hybrid)

For the Hybrid case study, based on the results of the simulations presented above, two different hybrid
processes with different concentrations of CO2 exiting the VSA were evaluated (VSA-MEA Hybrid 1 and VSAMEA Hybrid 2).

In addition to the baseline economic assessment, sensitivity assessments were also carried out. These
include an assessment of the placement of the NO x and SOx removal facilities, the impact of heat integration
and the impact of capital cost uncertainties.

6.2 Engineering and economic assumptions
The engineering data (including equipment size and energy consumption) used in the economic assessment
were based on simulations shown above. The cost estimates were generated using the CO2CRC technoeconomic model developed by UNSW. Based on the process model outputs, the techno-economic model
estimates the capital costs, operating costs and total costs of CO 2 capture. Capture costs included costs for
compression of CO2 to 100 bar ready for transport. Costs for transport and storage were excluded. Normal
scoping level process engineering economic assumptions were used [28].

6.2.1 Economic assumptions
A project life of 25 years was used, along with a capture plant capacity factor of 85 % (7446 hours per annum)
and a 7 % real discount rate. Costs are presented for 2011. A carbon price of A$23 per tonne of CO2 emitted
was included in the baseline estimate for the levelised cost of electricity.

6.2.1.1

Capital and operating costs

The capital cost for the capture plant included all major process equipment items such as costs for adsorption
vessels, absorbers, solvent regenerators, steam reboiler, flue gas and CO 2 compressors, liquid and vacuum
pumps, heat exchangers and storage facilities. Also included in the equipment costs were estimates for
general facilities and steam modifications needed for the solvent regeneration. Table 8 summarises the
breakdown of capital costs components including the equipment and set up costs.
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Set up costs

Equipment costs

Table 8. Breakdown of capital cost components
Capital cost elements

Nominal value

A

Process Equipment Cost (PEC)

Sum of all process equipment

B

General facilities

30 % PEC

Total Equipment Cost (TEC)

A+B

C

Instrumentation

25 % TEC

D

Piping

20 % TEC

E

Electrical

7 % TEC

F

Total Installed Cost

A + B+ C+ D +E

G

Start-up costs

8 % TIC

H

Engineering

5 % TIC

I

Owners costs

7 % (F + G + H)

J

Engineering, procurement, construction and
F+G+H+I
owner’s cost (EPCO)

K

Project Contingency

10 % EPCO

TOTAL CAPITAL COST (CAPEX)

=J+K

The operating cost for the capture plant included fixed general maintenance costs and variable operating
costs (costs for cooling water, solvent and adsorbent replacement, and waste disposal).
The analysis also included the costs of the energy required for capture. This represents the loss of revenue
from the power plant due to the energy being used for capture, which would otherwise have been dispatched
to the grid.

6.2.2 CO2 avoided
The net reduction in CO2 emissions as a result of CCS is referred to as the amount of CO 2 avoided. The
amount of CO2 avoided is different from the amount of CO 2 captured. The amount of CO2 avoided takes into
account the amount of CO2 that is not captured from the power plant as well as the amount of CO 2 emitted
due to the energy used by the capture process itself. The CO2 avoided was calculated as:
CO2 avoided

=

CO2 emitted to atmosphere before capture –
CO2 emitted to atmosphere after capture –
CO2 emitted from the energy used for capture
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(12)

6.2.3 Cost of avoidance
The cost of CO2 avoided (in A$ per tonne CO2 avoided) represents the break-even carbon price that makes a
capture project viable. It was calculated using the standard CO2CRC methodology based on Net Present
Value (NPV) [29]:

(13)

The NPV of the total project cost was calculated as:

(14)

where d is the real discount rate (% pa) and n is the total project life.

The NPV of the CO2 avoided was calculated using a similar method:

(15)

6.2.4 Levelised cost of electricity
In this study the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) was also evaluated. This represents the costs to the
power plant operator in providing electricity to the grid. It excludes the costs of electricity transmission and
distribution.

The LCOE was also calculated using a NPV method:

(16)

The costs for the power plant included capital cost for the power plant facility (Capex), the fixed operating
costs (FOM), variable operating costs (VOM), fuel costs and cost of CO2 emissions due to the carbon price.
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(17)

Table 9 summarises the economic parameters for the baseline power plant used in this study. The LCOE for
the power plant without capture was estimated to be A$42 per MWh without a carbon tax and A$68 per MWh
when a carbon tax of A$23 per tonne CO2 emitted was included.

Table 9. Economic parameters for power plant [30]
Parameter

Value

Thermal efficiency (% HHV)

29

Capital cost (A$ / kW)

1,300

Fixed operating costs (A$ / kW)

50

Variable operating costs (A$ / MWh)

5.50

Fuel cost (A$ / GJ)

1.0

The LCOE of the power plant with capture was calculated using a method similar to that without capture. The
total cost included the capital and operating costs for the capture facilities as well as for the power plant.

(18)

Specifically for power plants, the cost of CO2 avoided can also be calculated as the change in LCOE of a
power plant with and without capture divided by the change in CO 2 emissions.

(19)

More details of the methodology can be found in Ho et al [31].

Note that our previous report on CO2 capture technology [32] and other studies [33, 34] have not included the
carbon price in the baseline LCOE estimates. A carbon price has been included in this study to reflect the
introduction of the carbon tax in Australia and to include in the costs the effect of different rates of CO 2
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capture for the different cases. As such the absolute values of the LCOE reported here are not directly
comparable with those in our previous studies.

6.2.2 Engineering assumptions
For the baseline solvent economics (Benchmark 1), CO 2 was assumed to be captured using a commercially
available chemical solvent absorption technology, a mono-ethanol-amine (MEA) solvent with no heat
integration. MEA is chosen as the benchmark technology because it is used widely in industry for CO 2
recovery from natural gas and ammonia production and has come to be the accepted international
benchmark for baseline comparison of capture technologies. The cost of MEA solvent was assumed to be
A$1.50 per kg of MEA. Ancillary pre-treatment facilities such as NOx and SOx removal were included as the
presence of these impurities during capture can reduce the capacity of the solvent to absorb CO2 due to the
formation of heat stable salts. The amount of MEA solvent lost due to residual NO x and SOx was assumed to
be 1.5 kg per tonne of CO2 captured when pre-treatment facilities were present [35, 36].
For the baseline VSA only economics (Benchmark 2), CO 2 was assumed to be captured using a 9-step VSA
process with a hypothetical adsorbent with CO2-sorption characteristics equivalent to those of 13X zeolite and
no heat integration. The properties of zeolite 13X was chosen for this study as it has been shown
experimentally to have good adsorption properties for CO 2 / N2 systems [37] and has been selected as the
standard post-combustion adsorption technology in the CO2CRC. It has a fast rate of adsorption and
desorption, and the difference in the amount of adsorption between CO 2 and N2, that is the working capacity,
is large. The cost of the zeolite 13X-like adsorbent was assumed to be A$6.00 per kg with a life expectancy
of 5 years. As with the MEA Benchmark 1 case study, pre-treatment facilities for NOx and SOx removal were
included as the zeolite 13X adsorbent is not tolerant to NO x and SOx. For simplicity, the report will refer to the
second benchmark case study as VSA 13X Benchmark 2.
The hybrid case studies evaluate a configuration where the flue gas from the brown coal power plant enters
an activated carbon VSA process before further processing in an MEA solvent absorption process. Activated
carbon was selected because it is an inexpensive adsorbent with moderate CO2 adsorption capacity. The
cost of the activated carbon was assumed to be A$1.80 per kg with a life expectancy of 5 years. Pretreatment facilities for NOx and SOx removal were also included in the baseline analysis. Even though the
gas entering the absorber contained less O2 because most of the O2 in the flue gas was removed in the
adsorption process, it was assumed that the rate of solvent loss in the absorber was similar to the MEA
Benchmark 1 case study. While this assumption may have over-estimated the solvent replacement, it
provided a conservative cost estimate for the hybrid process.

Figure 25. Typical layout of a CO2 capture facility involving pretreatment, separation and compression
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Figure 25 shows the expanded process flow diagram for the CO 2 capture system. It comprised three
sections: pre-treatment, separation and compression. For the benchmark case studies, the separation
section contained either the VSA or MEA process while for the hybrid case studies, separation included both
processes.
Table 10 summarises the key processing assumptions for the two benchmark cases and the hybrid case
studies selected based on the simulation results presented above. The VSA-MEA Hybrid 1 process had a 32
% CO2 concentration at the absorber inlet while the VSA-MEA Hybrid 2 process had a CO2 concentration of
44 % at the inlet. While both hybrid configurations had the same VSA process equipment dimensions, the
different operating conditions as described above resulted in a different CO2 concentration entering the
absorber and hence different absorber dimensions.
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Table 10. Engineering assumptions for the two benchmark cases and Hybrid cases
MEA Benchmark 1

VSA Benchmark 2

VSA-MEA Hybrid1

VSA-MEA Hybrid2

MEA solvent

Adsorbent with CO2
adsorption
properties of 13X
zeolite

Activated carbon +
MEA solvent

Activated carbon +
MEA solvent

Pre-treatment NOx and SOx
facilities

Y

Y

Y

Y

Water removal

DCC

DCC

DCC

DCC

Heat integration

N

N

N

N

A$1.50 / kg MEA

A$6.00 / kg 13X

A$1.80
/
kg
activated
carbon,
A$1.50 / kg MEA

A$1.80
/
kg
activated
carbon,
A$1.50 / kg MEA

CO2 concentration into VSA
process (%)

-

11

11

11

Total adsorbent weight (kg)

-

4,416,000

915,624

915,624

Adsorber bed height (m)

-

2.3

2

2

Adsorber bed diameter (m)

-

6.7

6

6

Number of beds per train

-

3

3

3

Number of VSA trains

-

20

10

10

CO2 concentration into MEA
process (%)

11

-

32

44

Absorber height (m)

15

-

17

17

22.5

-

15.5

14

Regenerator height (m)

22

-

19

19

Regenerator diameter (m) –
single train

14

-

14

14

MEA solvent flowrate (m / h)

8,020

-

6,004

5,056

MEA Solvent loss with pretreatment (t / yr)

5,250

-

~ 5,300

~ 5,300

Parameter

Separation material

Material cost (A$ / kg)

Absorber diameter
single train

(m)

–

3
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Engineering results

Table 11. Summary of engineering results of CO2 capture using MEA, VSA and Hybrid VSA-MEA
Parameter

CO2 capture rate (%)
CO2 purity in product (%)
CO2 emitted before capture (Mt /
yr)
CO2 captured
(Mt / yr)
CO2 emitted after capture (Mt / yr)
CO2 emitted from the energy used
for capture (Mt / yr)
CO2 avoided
(Mt / yr)
CO2 avoided
(% of original emissions)
Reboiler energy (MW th)
Reboiler duty (MJ/t CO2 captured)
Equivalent electricity use for
reboiler (MW e)
Pre-treatment (SOx / NOx removal)
pumps (MW)
Feed gas
compressor/blower/pump duty
(MW e)
Vacuum pumps (MW e)
CO2 compressor duty (MW e)
Total equivalent electricity used
(MW e)
Net electricity of power plant with
capture (MW e)
Energy requirement (%)
Energy requirement (MJ / kg CO2
captured)

MEA
Benchmark 1

VSA
13X
Benchmark 2

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 2

90

86

86

72

> 95

> 95

> 95

> 95

3.75

3.75

3.75

3.75

3.38

3.23

3.23

2.70

0.37

0.53

0.53

1.05

1.44

1.12

1.57

1.36

1.94

2.10

1.65

1.34

52

56

44

36

550

-

440

370

4.37

-

4.37

4.37

92

-

72

60

12

12

12

12

25

24

8

8

0

56

51

44

43

43

41

34

171

134

187

162

274

311

258

283

38

30

42

36

1.36

1.11

1.55

1.61
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Table 11 shows that of the case studies evaluated, the MEA Benchmark 1 and the two hybrid VSA-MEA
processes had an energy requirement equivalent to more than a third of the power plant output without
capture. Most of this was the energy needed for the solvent regeneration (reboiler duty). For MEA
Benchmark 1, almost 550 MW th was needed for solvent regeneration, while for the hybrid cases the reboiler
duties were significantly lower at 440 MW th and 370 MW th respectively. As described above, the hybrid
processes had lower reboiler duty because of the lower amount of CO2 captured of 86 % and 72 %
respectively, compared to the MEA Benchmark 1 process (90 % capture). These lower total capture rates
were because CO2 emitted was from both the VSA process and MEA absorber and hence an overall recovery
rate of 90 % or higher could not be achieved.
Even though the energy requirement for solvent regeneration was lower for both hybrid processes, it came at
the expense of additional energy for the VSA process. Unfortunately, the overall energy requirement of the
hybrid processes was therefore much higher than either stand-alone benchmark process.
The consequence of the low capture rate and the high energy requirement was that the amount of CO2
avoided for the hybrid processes was significantly lower that for the benchmark processes (see Figure 26).
This was because the amount of CO2 avoided depended on both the amount of CO2 captured and the CO2
emitted by the energy required for the capture process. The hybrid processes avoided only 45 % of the initial
CO2 emissions while the benchmark processes avoided about 50 % of the initial CO2 emissions.

Figure 26. Change in CO2 emissions and avoidance with capture for the different capture processes

Although the capture technologies examined in this study had moderate to high capture rates (above 70 %),
the levels of CO2 avoided were 50 % or lower. This was because the energy requirement and therefore the
CO2 emitted by the energy required for the capture processes were high (above 30 %). If the objective of the
CO2 mitigation programme was to maximize the emissions reduction then some of these processes may not
be ‘ideal’ without further reductions in the energy requirement.
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Figure 27 shows the percentage breakdown of the total energy requirement for the different case studies. For
the MEA Benchmark 1 process, the energy needed for solvent regeneration was the largest component and
accounted for 50 % of the total energy usage. For the VSA 13X Benchmark 2 process, the energy for the
vacuum pumps was the largest component, amounting to 40 % of the total energy usage. In the hybrid
processes, the energy needed for solvent regeneration accounted for about 40 % of the total while the
vacuum pumps accounted for about 25 %. For all processes, the energy needed for CO2 compression was
approximately 20 % to 30 % of the total with pre-treatment pumping and the feed gas blower accounted for
the remainder of the energy requirement (10 % to 20 %).

100%

% Breakdown in energy penalty

90%
VSA vacuum pump

80%
70%

CO2 Compression

60%
50%

Solvent regeneration

40%
30%

Feed gas blower

20%
Pretreatment pumping

10%
0%
MEA

VSA - 13X

VSA-MEA Hybrid 1 VSA-MEA Hybrid 2

Figure 27. Percentage breakdown of total energy requirement for each capture process

Although, the energy requirement was higher and the amount of CO2 avoided was less for the hybrid
processes than for either stand-alone process, as discussed above, there were some possible benefits for
using the hybrid configuration. These included a smaller absorber, fewer VSA trains and less technical risks
associated with the use of very large equipment. As shown in Table 10, the absorber diameter for the hybrid
process was significantly lower than for the MEA Benchmark 1 process reducing from over 22 metres to less
than 15 metres (which is an approximately 50 % reduction in terms of absorber volume). Also, the VSA
system for the hybrid processes was much smaller than for stand-alone process requiring only half the
number of process trains (10 instead of 20). Thus, compared to the benchmark processes, the hybrid
processes required process unit sizes that may be easier to manufacture, transport and/or construct onsite
with possibly fewer operating risks for these smaller process units.
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6.3.2 Economic results
6.3.2.1

Economic summary

The capture costs for the four technologies evaluated in this study ranged from about A$85 to over A$155 per
tonne CO2 avoided (Table 5, Figure 28). The technology with the lowest total cost was the VSA 13X
Benchmark 2 process followed by MEA Benchmark 1. In the analysis, we had anticipated that the size
reductions gained from having a smaller absorber through concentrating the flue gas in the VSA would reduce
the overall capture cost. However, the economic analysis showed that the hybrid VSA-MEA processes had a
higher cost than either benchmark process.

Table 12. Economic assessment of CO2 capture using MEA, VSA and VSA-MEA Hybrid
Parameter

No Capture

MEA
Benchmark 1

VSA Benchmark
2

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 2

Capture plant capital costs
(2011 A$ / kW e net output)

3,270

2,797

3,831

3,337

Capture plant operating
costs (FOM + VOM) (2011
A$ / kW e net output)

302

216

335

289

Energy costs (2011 A$ /
kW e net output)

196

134

227

179

Capture cost (A$ / t CO2
avoided)

109

87

138

158

150

126

167

154

LCOEgen (A$ / MWh)
(including A$23 / t carbon
tax)

68

43
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Figure 28. Total capital and operating cost estimates for the Benchmark and the bybrid VSA-MEA
processes

The VSA-MEA Hybrid 1 process was more expensive than the benchmark processes by A$30 to A$50 per
tonne CO2 avoided. First, this was because the capital cost increased by A$500 per kW to A$1000 per kW
since two separation steps were used instead of one. Second, the material costs increased by A$30 to
A$100 per kW because both MEA solvent and activated carbon adsorbent had to be replaced. Third, the
energy costs increased by A$30 to A$50 per kW because the reduction in energy requirement for solvent
regeneration was less than the increase in energy requirement for VSA.
The VSA-MEA Hybrid 2 process was also A$50 to A$70 per tonne CO2 avoided more expensive than the
benchmark processes. Although the VSA-MEA Hybrid 2 process had similar capital cost and lower operating
cost than the MEA Benchmark 1 process, the resulting capture cost was very high. This was because it
captured less CO2 and avoided much less CO2 (Table 11 and Figure 26).

6.3.2.2

Breakdown of total equipment costs (TEC)

Figure 29 shows an enlarged graph (in A$ per tonne CO 2 avoided) of the total equipment costs for the
different capture processes. The key equipment consisted of the pre-treatment process (SOx, NOx and water
removal), the VSA separation process, the solvent separation process consisting of the absorber and
regeneration systems, CO2 compression and general facilities costs.
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Figure 29. Breakdown of total equipment cost for the capture processes

For the MEA Benchmark 1 process, the solvent separation system and CO 2 compression accounted for
approximately A$5 per tonne CO2 avoided or 20 % each of the total equipment cost. Pre-treatment costs
were about A$4 per tonne CO2 avoided while steam cycle modifications and general equipment account for
about A$7 per tonne CO2 avoided, or 20 % and 30 % of the total equipment costs, respectively.
In comparison, the VSA separation process itself was the largest equipment cost component for the VSA 13X
process at A$5 per tonne CO2 avoided while the other equipment components had a cost of about A$4 per
tonne CO2 avoided.
For the hybrid VSA-MEA processes, the VSA component of the hybrid system was less than for the VSA 13X
Benchmark 2 process (by about 5 %) but the solvent separation component was similar in cost to the MEA
Benchmark 1 process.

6.3.2.3

Levelised cost of electricity

By implementing post-combustion capture, the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) increased from a baseline
value of A$68 per MWh for a power plant without capture to over A$125 per MWh for a plant with capture
(Table 12, Figure 30). The results for LCOE showed similar patterns to those presented above for the cost of
CO2 avoided in terms of the order of the capture technologies. This is because in the calculation of LCOE,
any CO2 emissions that were not captured were accounted for as part of the CO 2 emissions costs, while in
the calculation of cost of CO2 avoided, this was accounted for in the tonnes of CO2 avoided. Thus, of the four
capture technologies evaluated, the VSA 13X Benchmark process had the lowest LCOE of A$125 per MWh,
which was approximately 1.8 times the LCOE without capture.
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Figure 30. LCOE with capture compared to LCOE without capture

The LCOE for the MEA Benchmark 1 process was A$150 per MWh which was slightly lower than the LCOE
for the VSA-MEA Hybrid 2 process at A$154 per MWh. Although the VSA-MEA Hybrid 2 process had similar
capital cost and lower operating cost than the MEA Benchmark 1 process, it had a very similar LCOE. This
was because a carbon tax of A$23 per tonne of CO2 emitted was included. As the VSA-MEA Hybrid 2
process captured the least CO2, it therefore had the highest CO2 emissions cost. This meant that the LCOE
for this process was on par with that for the MEA process. The increase in LCOE for these processes
compared to the LCOE for a power plant without capture was approximately 2.2 times.
The process with the highest LCOE was the VSA-MEA Hybrid 1 at A$167 per MWh. This process had the
highest cost because it had the highest capital and operating costs of the four capture technologies. The
LCOE increased by almost 2.3 times compared to without capture.
At the selected carbon price of A$23 per tonne CO2 emitted, although implementing capture reduced the CO2
emissions, the increased costs for the capture facility capital and operation outweighed the benefits of lower
CO2 emissions cost.

6.3.2.4

Levelised cost of electricity at different carbon prices

Figure 31 shows the changes in LCOE for the four capture processes and a power plant with no capture for
different values of the carbon tax. The results suggested that below a carbon price of A$90 per tonne, paying
the price on unabated carbon resulted in a lower LCOE than implementing any of the capture technologies
reviewed in this project. Above this price, implementing capture using VSA 13X resulted in lower LCOE. The
results also showed that the LCOE for the VSA-MEA Hybrid 2 process was equivalent to the LCOE of the
MEA Benchmark 1 process at a carbon price of about $10 per tonne CO 2. This occurred because the amount
of CO2 emitted from the Hybrid 2 process was over twice as much as for the MEA Benchmark process (Table
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11, Figure 26). Up until this carbon price, the smaller operating cost of the Hybrid 2 process offset the cost of
the higher CO2 emissions compared to the MEA case. However, at a carbon price above $10 per tonne CO 2,
the CO2 emissions cost for the Hybrid 2 process became large enough to overshadow any benefit of the lower
operating cost. Figure 31 also shows that the LCOE for the VSA-MEA Hybrid 2 process was equal to the
LCOE for the VSA-MEA Hybrid 1 process at a carbon price of about A$90 per tonne CO 2. Up until this value,
the higher capital and operating cost of the Hybrid 1 process resulted in it having the highest LCOE.
However, at carbon prices of above A$90 per tonne CO 2, the larger CO2 emissions and therefore higher CO2
emissions cost for the Hybrid 2 process resulted in it having the highest LCOE.
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Figure 31. Changes in LCOE for the power plant with and without capture with increasing carbon price

6.4 Sensitivity analysis
6.4.1 Location of the NOx and SOx removal facilities
In the baseline analysis, pre-treatment to remove NOx and SOx occurred before CO2 separation. However, as
activated carbon has been shown to adsorb NO x and SOx, these components would most likely be adsorbed
with the CO2 in the hybrid VSA-MEA processes and leave the VSA process with the CO2 enriched stream
[38]. Therefore, the NOx and SOx removal facilities could be placed after the VSA process instead of before it
(Figure 32). In this configuration the flowrate of the gas through the NO x and SOx removal facilities would
reduce, thereby potentially reducing the size and cost of these facilities.
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Figure 32. Process flow diagram with the NOx and SOx removal facilities after the VSA process in the
VSA-MEA Hybrid processes

In the following sensitivity analysis, the cost of placing the SCR (NO x removal) and FGD (SOx removal)
between the VSA and MEA processes for the hybrid processes was examined. For simplicity, it was
assumed that all the NOx and SOx present in the flue gas was adsorbed with the CO2 in the VSA process and
that the amount of CO2 adsorbed was not adversely affected by the impurities. However, it is possible that
the amount of CO2 captured could be reduced with co-adsorption of NOx and SOx. As an approximation, if
the amount of CO2 adsorbed in the VSA process decreased by 2 %, then the estimated capture cost reported
in this study would increase by 5 %.
Also, as noted previously, although there is less O 2 entering the absorber, we have assumed that the rate of
solvent loss in the absorber was similar to the MEA Benchmark 1 case study. This provided a conservative
cost estimate for the hybrid process. The solvent replacement costs contributed about 8 % of the total
operating costs (excluding energy costs) or approximately A$3 per tonne CO2 avoided. Lower replacement
costs may reduce the estimates by A$1 to A$2 per tonne CO 2 avoided.
Figure 33 and Table 13 show the cost of CO 2 avoided for the hybrid VSA-MEA processes if the location of
NOx and SOx removal facilities were moved to after the VSA process. The capture cost for the VSA-MEA
Hybrid 1 process was A$114 per tonne CO2 avoided while the capture cost for the VSA-MEA Hybrid 2
process was A$135 per tonne CO2 avoided. The smaller NOx and SOx removal facilities had smaller capital
and fixed operating costs of A$10 to A$15 per tonne CO 2 avoided. The smaller flowrates reduced the pretreatment pumping energy. However, the change in energy cost was minimal (less than A$1 per tonne CO 2
avoided or $4 per kW). Although, placing the NOx and SOx removal facilities after the VSA process resulted
in smaller facilities and lower cost, the cost estimates for the hybrid processes remained above the
Benchmark values.
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Figure 33. Capture cost estimates for the hybrid VSA-MEA processes with the NOx/SOx facilities
placed before and after the VSA process

Table 13. Economic assessment of the hybrid VSA-MEA processes with different locations for the NO x
and SOx removal facilities
NOx/SOx removal before VSA

NOx/SOx removal after VSA

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 2

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 2

Capture plant capital costs
(2011 A$ / kW e net output)

3,831

3,337

3,135

2,990

Capture plant operating
costs (FOM + VOM) (2011
A$ / kW e net output)

335

289

295

270

Energy costs (2011 A$ /
kW e net output)

227

179

223

176

138

158

112

135

Parameter

Capture cost
(A$ / t CO2 avoided)
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6.4.2 Heat integration
Incorporating heat integration into a capture process will reduce the energy penalty of the system [39]. In the
sensitivity analysis in this section, the change in cost due to a moderate level of heat integration was
assessed. The heat integration was only applied to the solvent process (MEA Benchmark 1 and hybrid
processes) and reduced the MEA solvent duty from 4.2 MJ per kg CO2 captured to 3.5 MJ per kg CO2
captured. This level of heat integration could be achieved by recovering energy from cooling the flue gas,
from the regenerator condenser and from the inter-coolers of the CO2 compressors. The recovered energy
was then used to provide a portion of the energy needed for the reboiler in the solvent regenerator. The heat
integration introduced an additional capital cost of approximately A$20 per kW for equipment modification.
As shown in Table 14, the energy requirement of the capture process decreased with heat integration. The
energy requirement of the MEA Benchmark 1 process decreased from 38 % to 34 %. For the hybrid VSAMEA processes, heat integration reduced the energy requirement by 4 % for VSA-MEA Hybrid 1 and 2 % for
VSA-MEA Hybrid 2. As a consequence, the amount of net electricity output of the power plant increased by
15 MW to 20 MW. The amount of CO2 avoided also increased by about 8 %.
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Table 14. Summary of process performance without and with heat integration
Without heat integration
Parameter

CO2 avoided
(Mt / yr)
Reboiler energy (MW th)
Equivalent electricity
use for reboiler (MW e)
Energy usage for
pumps/compressors
and other facilities (see
Table 11)
Total equivalent
electricity used (MW e)
Net electricity of power
plant with capture
(MW e)
Energy requirement (%)
Energy requirement (MJ
/ kg CO2 captured)

With heat integration

MEA Benchmark
1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 2

MEA Benchmark
1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 2

1.94

1.65

1.34

2.09

1.78

1.44

550

440

370

440

365

308

91

75

63

76

60

50

80

112

99

80

112

99

171

187

162

153

172

149

274

258

283

292

273

296

38

42

36

34

38

34

1.36

1.55

1.61

1.22

1.43

1.48

Figure 34 and Table 15 show the capture cost for the MEA Benchmark 1 and hybrid VSA-MEA processes.
By implementing heat integration, the cost for the MEA Benchmark 1 and hybrid VSA-MEA processes
reduced by A$10 per tonne CO2 avoided compared to the baseline case. The capital and fixed and variable
operating costs also reduced by about A$200 per kW and A$20 per kW respectively, while energy costs
reduced by A$10 per kW. Although the absolute costs (in dollars) for these processes increased slightly due
to the equipment modification required for heat integration, the costs in both A$ per tonne avoided and A$ per
kW were less because of the higher amount of CO 2 avoided and higher net electricity output gained through
the heat integration.
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Table 15. Comparison of the economics of the capture processes without and with heat integration
Without heat integration

Parameter

Capture plant capital costs
(2011 A$ / kW e net output)
Capture plant operating
costs (excluding energy
costs)
(2011 A$ / kW e net output)
Energy costs
(2011 A$ / kW e net output)
Capture cost

With heat integration

MEA Benchmark
1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 2

3,270

3,831

3,337

302

335

196

109

MEA

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 2

3,068

3,621

3,195

289

283

317

277

227

179

184

215

172

138

158

99

126

144

Benchmark 1

(A$ / t CO2 avoided)

$160
$140
Energy
penalty costs

A$/t CO2 avoided

$120
$100

General opex

$80

$60

Set up costs

$40
Equipment
costs

$20
$0
MEA

VSA-MEA
Hybrid 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid 2

MEA

Without heat integration

VSA-MEA
Hybrid 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid 2

With heat integration

Figure 34. Capture cost for the MEA Benchmark 1 and Hybrid VSA-MEA process with and without heat
integration
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6.4.3 Uncertain capital costs
One of the largest uncertainties for capture processes is the capital costs, in particular for processes such as
post-combustion capture that have not yet been used at industrial scale. This is particularly true for VSA
processes, which have been used commercially for hydrogen and air separation (such as Air Liquide’s
standard VSA unit recovering 120 tonne per day of oxygen [40]) but have only been tested at pilot scale for
post-combustion capture of power plant flue gases. Although MEA solvent has not been applied at large
commercial scale (such as a 500 MW power plant), it has been tested at large facilities (such as at the
National Capture Center where 150 tonnes per annum of CO 2 is recovered from the Plant Barry Power Plant
[41]) and there is therefore more confidence in the process and the cost. Thus, the capital cost uncertainty for
the MEA process was assumed to be 20 %, while for the VSA process the capital cost uncertainty was
assumed to be 40 %. In addition, based on the study by Merrow et al. [42], a project contingency of 40 %
rather than 10 % was used to account for uncertainty of costing projects at the R&D stage.
Figure 35 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis for capital costs. The higher uncertainty and
contingency costs increased the capture costs by about 25 % compared to the baseline values. The estimate
for the MEA Benchmark 1 process increased from A$110 per tonne CO2 avoided to over A$130 per tonne
CO2 avoided. The VSA-13X Benchmark 2 process cost increased from less than A$90 per tonne CO2
avoided to almost A$115 per tonne CO2 avoided. The VSA-MEA Hybrid 1 process cost increased to over
A$165 per tonne CO2 avoided, while the Hybrid 2 process cost almost A$200 per tonne CO2 avoided. Table
16 shows that the increase in costs was primarily due to the higher contingencies; compared to the baseline
values the increase in set up costs was almost one and a half times. This in turn increased the total capital
cost and fixed operating cost (which was a fixed percentage of the capital cost).
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Figure 35. Capture cost for the Benchmark and hybrid processes with higher capital costs
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Table 16. Comparison of the baseline economics of the capture processes with higher capital cost estimates
Baseline cost estimates

Higher capital cost estimates

Parameter

MEA
Benchmark 1

VSA
13X
Benchmark 2

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 2

MEA
Benchmark 1

VSA
13X
Benchmark 2

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 1

VSA-MEA
Hybrid- 2

Total Equipment Cost
(A$ / kW e)

1,731

1,406

1,927

1,666

1,847

1,630

2,119

1,835

Set up Costs (A$ /
kW e)

1,538

1,390

1,904

1,671

2,577

2,454

3,105

2,739

Capture plant capital
costs (2011 A$ / kW e
net output)

3,270

2,797

3,831

3,337

4,425

4,084

5,224

4,574

Capture
plant
operating
costs
(FOM+VOM)
(2011
A$ / kW e net output)

302

216

335

289

371

294

419

364

Energy costs (2011
A$ / kW e net output)

196

134

227

179

196

134

227

179

Capture cost (A$ / t
CO2 avoided)

109

87

138

158

133

114

169

196
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7

Conclusions and recommendations

7.1 Conclusions
The economic assessment of the hybrid VSA-MEA processes showed that compared to the benchmark
capture processes of MEA solvent and VSA 13X, the hybrid process had:






Higher total capital costs due to the additional equipment compared to stand-alone processes.
Higher energy penalty because the energy for solvent regeneration did not change for the hybrid
processes compared to the standalone process and there was an additional energy requirement for
the VSA process.
Lower amount of CO2 avoided compared to the benchmark processes because of the additional
energy requirement.
Higher capture cost because of the higher capital costs, higher operating costs and lower amount of
CO2 avoided.

Although the results from this analysis showed that the hybrid VSA-MEA processes were more costly than
stand-alone capture processes, one of the advantages identified for the hybrid process was that it used
practical equipment sizes with currently available technology. To capture CO2 from the flue gas of pulverised
coal power plants, stand-alone MEA or VSA processes require very large equipment sizes. There may be
technical risks associated with building these structures, as well as the uncertainties of constructing them
onsite. However, the total footprint of the hybrid process may not necessarily be smaller than for the standalone processes.
The analysis also identified the challenges faced by hybrid configurations where another technologies is
placed prior to an absorption process. The size reduction of the absorber must be very significant to outweigh
the increases in capital and operating cost for the additional capture step. The additional capture step must
also have a low capital and operating cost with small energy requirement.

7.2 Recommendations


The drawback of using VSA prior to MEA capture is that the solvent regeneration energy is
unchanged. Further studies examining the VSA-Solvent hybrid process with another solvent with
lower regeneration energy such as MDEA or a blended MDEA solvent should be undertaken. Using
a solvent such as MDEA would reduce the energy requirement of the capture system. However
because of its slow kinetics when CO2 concentrations are low (such as in power plant flue gases),
MDEA requires very large absorbers. Concentrating the CO2 via a VSA process may enable the size
of the absorbers to be significantly reduced.



While hybrid processes may have benefits in some configurations, it is important that the costs of the
stand-alone processes are reduced as much as possible. The development of improved solvents,
adsorbents and novel materials of construction is vital. If the costs of each capture step can be
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significantly reduced then it may be possible to identify suitable process windows where the synergies
of each technology could be harnessed in a hybrid process to achieve further cost reductions
Potential integration issues which arise when hybrid separation technologies are used have not been
addressed in this study. These include operability issues (the adsorption process provides a
fluctuating pressure and composition gas to the solvent scrubber), startup issues, as well as the
influence of maintenance and down time on the different separation technologies. These must all be
studied before detailed design is undertaken.
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